
Theological Reflections 

Friday, April 11
th
 

11:10-12:25 

 

At The Mass - Reading 1 IS 50:4-7 

The Lord GOD has given me 

a well-trained tongue, 

that I might know how to speak to the weary 

a word that will rouse them. 

Morning after morning 

he opens my ear that I may hear; 

and I have not rebelled, 

have not turned back. 

I gave my back to those who beat me, 

my cheeks to those who plucked my beard; 

my face I did not shield 

from buffets and spitting. 

 

The Lord GOD is my help, 

therefore I am not disgraced; 

I have set my face like flint, 

knowing that I shall not be put to shame. 

 

 

Reflection: 

 

Read the passage 3 times. Read it 2 times out loud and 1 time silently. Choose a word(s) 

or phrase(s) that stands out.  Explain your choice. 

 

“Well-trained tongue” – how do you speak to others?  Would someone know you’re a 

Christian by your daily speech and words? Explain why or why not. 

 

Who do you know that speaks in a charitable manner?  How may you follow their 

example? 

 

“word that will rouse them” What is an encouraging/inspirational word(s) that someone 

has told you?  Share one positive word to everyone in your pair or group that comes to 

mind to describe that person. 

 

“Morning after morning” – how is this a hopeful reminder that each day is the beginning 

for a chance to begin anew?  How can you take advantage of this opportunity for daily 

conversion?  What does that look like? 

 

How have you turned away from God this Lent? (We all do it.) 

 



How can you turn BACK to God?  What needs to happen for this to take place? 

 

“beard plucking” – this was a sign of dishonor.  Name a time when you or someone you 

know has been dishonored.  Explain how this can be used for the glory of God. 

 

What is your natural response when you are insulted?  What is the Christian response?  

Why is it difficult?  How is the Christian response the better one in the end? 

 

“face like flint” – this is a “stone-faced response”, how may this non-reactionary response 

be helpful during confrontational situations?  Do you agree?  Why or why not. Explain. 

 

This whole passage is a foreshadowing of the suffering Jesus will undertake.  How may 

the Lord’s passion help give you endurance during your own times of suffering? 

 

 

Resolution:  Make a concrete resolution for the upcoming Holy Week based on your 

discussion. 
 

 


